International magazine of space design bob

‘bob’ is an unique portfolio style interior design magazine containing rich contents of global designers. The magazine includes essential sources for all designers who are always seeking “new” and “trendy” interior and space design all over the world.

Language English, Korean  Size 223x280  Page 178p
ISSN 1739-2845  List Price USD 35

Bimonthly Architecture & Design Competition

‘Architecture & Design Competition’ is the one and only magazine for design competition. It introduces newly updated works and information with the latest trends in architectures and design using presentation.

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300  Page 180p
ISSN 1228-7970  List Price USD 35

Series book 2018 DETAILS

‘2018 DETAILS’ is series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. Featuring over 50 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300, Hardcover  Page 280p
MINI BUILDING 1

Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

Contents
Sugamo Shinkin Bank/Tokiwadai branch, cafe mo’ better blues, Harmonia 57, Slit Court, Theatre de Quat’sus, SWITCH BUILDING, M+, BAFI, Cheongdam-dong 81-5 building, The Strata, The Arc Building, Cheongdam Office, SNJ Office Building, Daejeon oriental medicine clinic & Residence, Demian Building, MONO TOWER, aurora building, NORANG GALLERY, FTOWN BUILDING, LK Group Headquarter, JUNIOR U STUDIO, Seocho 1703-9 Building, Monaco House, MOKUZAI KAikan, Invoid, Devoid, Dogdeco, SWITCH, Busan Jung-gu Youth Cultural Center, Y&M House, The Yardmaster’s Building, YAMAHA GINZA, Charlotte Building, Daechi-dong Neighborhood facility, La-cubo Retail, chasm


MINI BUILDING 2

Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

Contents
Otsuka Group Osaka Head Office Building, Jimbocho SF III, Nonhyun Limelight Music Consulting, Villa Saitan, Kanazawa Umimirai Library, Osaka Dental Univ. 100th Anniversary Commemoration Hall, White Block Gallery, Ribbon Chapel, Vent Vert, Songpa Micro Housing, Syntagma, Mu-A, Tropism Of Wild Flower, Office In Imabari, Tokyo Plaza Omotesando Harajuku, Ai Lady’s Clinic, Sugamo Shinkin Bank Nakaakiki Branch, Heavenly, La Kagu, On The Corner, Step Tower, May Mothers House, Mercross, Madeleine, Kion-Ji Temple, Dowon Ziggurat, Hakuhodo Main Store In Kyoto, HHH, B-Cube, White Rose English School, Gamnamu Zip, Salon De Thé Lausanne, Space 1775, Mazda Showroom In Meguro Himonya, Deabongdong Downtown Dwelling, Daisan Kikoh Totsuka, Corner House, Gla Osaka Hall, Pango 621-1

Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

### Contents


---

Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

### Contents


Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

Contents

MINI BUILDING 7

Mini Building is a series book consists of excellent Neighborhood Facility projects which have been collected from all over the world. The projects in this volume show various aspects of the latest Neighborhood Facility. The book aims to provide information of Neighborhood Facility that would be useful for the architects and interior designer. This contains general information of the architecture, drawings, introduction to designing process and construction notes.

Contents
LE RUBAN, YKH ASSOCIATES HEADQUARTERS, FOLIE DIVINE, POP-UP BUILDING, OFFICE AND HOUSING IN STRASBOURG, STACKED STUDENT HOUSING, EMILIANO RIO DE JANEIRO, HAUSSMANN TEMPLATE, YEONNAM-DONG ZORBA, KANDA TERRACE, THREADS, A NARROW LOT HOUSE ‘CREVICE’, MORINIDE NURSERY SCHOOL, LA GEDÈ, TAEJEON-DONG MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING, MALMO BUILDING, CRECHE ROPPONMATSU, JCANDIDO, BALKANEH RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, PICCOLO HAUS, IZMIR CHAMBER OF GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERS BUILDING, FIGHTING HOUSE, HOUSE EMBRACING SKY, VILLA M, DYEJI, HAPPY HOUSE, TOWNHOUSE WITH PRIVATE GARDEN, GOLESTAN APARTMENT, DOUBLE DUPLEX, UNJUNG-DONG HOUSE, MARIPOSA1038, NILOFAZ 22, BOX IN THE BOX, TERRACE HOUSE YUL-DAM

PUBLIC HOTEL

Public Hotel is a book to let readers look into the various concepts of accommodations around the world and their specific forms of variegated designs ranging from architecture to interior, art and graphics. It should be noted that the words ‘public’ and ‘hotel’ used for the title of this book were to serve as symbolic words, which imply ‘general and popular’ and ‘accommodations’ respectively, that could be easily recognized and comfortably called by readers.

Contents
L4 HOUSE SERIES is a collection of architectural interiors that covers comprehensive contents and composition of various international housing. The collection mainly on detached house introduces housings in details according to their sizes and purposes. Through this it enhances understanding of the readers and is used as good examples for designers' actual projects. Besides detached house, it deals with various types of housing by dividing into Loft & Apartment house.

---

**L4 HOUSE DESIGN 1**
Compact house / Mid-sized house / Large-sized house / Loft & Penthouse / Townhouse & Apartment

Language English    Size 223x300, Hardcover    Page 288p
ISBN 978-89-7212-130-5    List Price USD 68

---

**L4 HOUSE DESIGN 2**
Apartment & Townhouse / Penthouse & Loft / Large-sized House / Mid-sized House / Compact House

Language English    Size 223x300, Hardcover    Page 288p
ISBN 978-89-7212-135-0    List Price USD 68

---

**L4 HOUSE DESIGN 3**
Apartment & Loft / Compact House / Mid-Sized House / Large-Sized House

Language English    Size 223x300, Hardcover    Page 288p
ISBN 978-89-7212-141-1    List Price USD 68

---

**L4 HOUSE DESIGN 4**
Apartment & Loft / Compact House / Mid-Sized House / Large-Sized House

Language English    Size 223x300, Hardcover    Page 288p
ISBN 978-89-7212-148-0    List Price USD 68
L4 HOUSE DESIGN 5

L4 HOUSE SERIES is a collection of architectural interiors that covers comprehensive contents and composition of various international housing. The collection mainly on detached house introduces housings in details according to their sizes and purposes. Through this it enhances understanding of the readers and is used as good examples for designers’ actual projects. Besides detached house, it deals with various types of housing by dividing into Loft & Apartment house.

Contents

Language English  Size 223x300, Hardcover  Page 288p  ISBN 978-89-7212-159-6  List Price USD 68

L4 HOUSE DESIGN 6

L4 HOUSE SERIES is a collection of architectural interiors that covers comprehensive contents and composition of various international housing. The collection mainly on detached house introduces housings in details according to their sizes and purposes. Through this it enhances understanding of the readers and is used as good examples for designers’ actual projects. Besides detached house, it deals with various types of housing by dividing into Loft & Apartment house.

Contents

The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure. Over 50 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

**2017 DETAILS 1**

*2017 DETAILS* is series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. Featuring over 50 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

---

**THEATRE DE STOEP**

client: Municipality of Spijkenisse

UNStudio, Ben van Berkel

Design Team

Completion: 2015

Area: 7,000m²

Location: Spijkenisse

Photograph: Jan Paul Mioulet, Peter de Jong

**198 DETAILS**

**HE A D Q U A R T E R S**

**REHABILITATION OF FOUR BUILDINGS FOR VIGO PROPERTY RECORDS HEADQUARTERS**

---

**2017 DETAILS 2**

*2017 DETAILS* is series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. Featuring over 50 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

---

**THEATRE DE STOEP**

client: Municipality of Spijkenisse

UNStudio, Ben van Berkel

Design Team

Completion: 2015

Area: 7,000m²

Location: Spijkenisse

Photograph: Jan Paul Mioulet, Peter de Jong

**198 DETAILS**

**HE A D Q U A R T E R S**

**REHABILITATION OF FOUR BUILDINGS FOR VIGO PROPERTY RECORDS HEADQUARTERS**

---

**THEATRE DE STOEP**

client: Municipality of Spijkenisse

UNStudio, Ben van Berkel

Design Team

Completion: 2015

Area: 7,000m²

Location: Spijkenisse

Photograph: Jan Paul Mioulet, Peter de Jong

**198 DETAILS**

**HE A D Q U A R T E R S**

**REHABILITATION OF FOUR BUILDINGS FOR VIGO PROPERTY RECORDS HEADQUARTERS**
"2018 DETAILS 3

2018 DETAILS is a series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. Featuring over 53 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

CULTURE CENTER / HOUSING / RESIDENCE / EDUCATION

2018 DETAILS 4

2018 DETAILS is a series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. Featuring over 53 projects, this is a comprehensive catalogue of resources used in architecture and interior design. The book contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, materials, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

INSTITUTION / OFFICE / RETAIL / SPORTS FACILITY / PUBLIC FACILITY
D-SERIES D1, D2

D-SERIES introduces 120 selected interior designs in Korea. These remarkable spaces are categorized according to their uses; Housing, Culture, Office, Education, Hospital, Commerce, Cafe, Restaurant. In detail, D-series offers design process, photos and detail drawings as well, which will be particularly valuable for interior designers all over the world. And also it shows fast-changing interior trends in Korea.

**D-series D1**

**Housing Culture** Jade Apt., Hyundai Hillstate Banpo - Miju, Hangsin Housing, The Brownstone Gallery, CR Apartment In Samsung-Dong, The piano was drinking, not me…, New Folder, Doosan Art-square, Yeoju World Ceramic Livingware Museum, Mountain-Climbing Culture Center, FPARK Modelhouse in HAEUNDAE, Banyan tree club & spa in Seoul, Library of Love, S-Art Hall, SHIM JE, Yongin Hillstate 207m², Byzantium Sang Dong


**D-series D2**

**Office-Education** Hana Bank Myeongdong Branch, KTB Investment & Securities Head Office, Coming Spring of Flower, Ability Systems, CROSS-STITCH, Jagok-Dong Office, DMC CJ Entertainment & Media Center, B2y office remodeling, youngone head office remodeling, grey group, LS Networks Office, BK Private Banking center, ING Securities Brokerage Co., Ltd., Hub Entertainment, DAIN Landscape office, alpha ville 44 Production, KTF Gallery-the orange, An annex to the Asia Publication Culture and Information Center, Little Bear, Orb Mathmetics, Bambiri & Kage


D-SERIES D3, D4

D-SERIES introduces 120 selected interior designs in Korea. These remarkable spaces are categorized according to their uses; Housing, Culture, Office, Education, Hospital, Commerce, Cafe, Restaurant. In detail, D-series offers design process, photos and detail drawings as well, which will be particularly valuable for interior designers all over the world. And also it shows fast-changing interior trends in Korea.

**D-series D3**

**Hospital** Zae Plastic Surgery Clinic, MS Plant Asia Dental Clinic & MS Lounge, crocodile birds which are located, Seoul Miso dental clinic, SHESWELL Obstetrics and Gynecology, Pediatric Clinic Angel, Pediatric Clinic The Star, Yonsei Yeowoo Dental Clinic, The Seoul Dental Clinic, Yonsei Miso Line Dental Clinic, Seouland Dental Clinic, Medi Flower Oriental Hospital, Clay Plastic Surgery, Mi Plus Dental Clinic & Gallery, Jenny Clinic, Good Morning Dental Clinic, Kids & I Pediatric Clinzic, Kim Ki Joon Oriental Clinic BOM ll, Happy Dental Clinic, Chungdamhyun Skin Clinic_neo Pavillion, Glowell plastic surgery, Seoul Jaw Clinic


**D-series D4**

**Commerce** Thalia, Cheongdam Hairsalon, CGV Daeyeon Busan, Brother Sewing Factory Juge branch, NOON, Evelyin Optician’s, Innsiress Flagship store, Maestro Country Club Clubhouse, Holics, Private Studio DICCA, Seri Beauty Salon, STL Retail Shop, Fleurderming, Eyevan Chungdam, Papyrus, View, Kwanggyo, DIO Public Relations Center, Eowa Korea Exhibition Space, Noblesse June, CGV Iisan branch

D-SERIES D5, D6

D-SERIES introduces 120 selected interior designs in Korea. These remarkable spaces are categorized according to their uses; Housing, Culture, Office, Education, Hospital, Commerce, Cafe, Restaurant. In detail, D-series offers design process, photos and detail drawings as well, which will be particularly valuable for interior designers all over the world. And also it shows fast-changing interior trends in Korea.

D-series D5
Cafe: Cafe La Cucina, Cocobruni Hongik University, Cocobruni Samcheong, Cafe JACOB, CSV Yongsan Gold Class Lounge, Leave a margin, CHANG HEE, Kate, The dusk at dawn, Bakery Cafe Mix & Bake, Cafe Sushigen, THE RANCH by Fresh House, Cafe De Matinée, Cafe Raon, Cafe the SÓL, Modigliani Brunch Cafe, De Chocolate Coffee, RED MANGO, Pause cafe, Coffee The SÓL

D-series D6
Restaurant: Tokyo Curry, Il Mare, Osteria Matinée, Chef of the sea, The Spice, Song Ru, Pang Yo, roséhill, papillation, Makino Chaya, ChungJung Ilpoomjung, KKUNNORI, Dumare, Chopstick Garden, T Lound, Ho Lee Chow, Charcoal BBQ 3692, On The 6, Damum


IDEA (IDEA DESIGN)

IDEA (Idea Design: Evolving Architecture) is aimed at containing architectural process to build the concept at an early stage which substantialize the idea to architecture. Total 78 projects categorized according to various shapes will show different architectural perspectives, inspirations and an approach to issues.

Contents
Tower: Multiple Natures, Idyll Tower, Hangzhou Wonder Mall, Tower of Power, The Scotts Tower, etc. Box: Grotlo Community Center, Innovative Biclimatic European School Complex winning proposal, ROCKmagneten, Atlantic City Boardwalk Holocaust Memorial, Pop-up Hotel, etc. Polygon: The Iceberg, Museum of Polish History (ICHOT), Poznan, Museum of Bavarian History, Museum of Bavarian History, A Mosque for Al, etc. Circle: Kaohsiung Maritime Cultural & Popular Music Center, INFLATABLE, China Comic & Animation Museum, Busan Opera House, Memory Pod, etc. Organic form: SHUKAR LAND, NYMPHA Cultural Center, Sustainable Market Square, Interfaith Chapel at the University of North Florida, AMPHIBIOUS HABITAT: The growing of futuristic community, etc.

DETAILS SERIES

DETAILS is series book of the architecture and the interior work it approached from a practical dimension. This contains the famous building which is illuminated in and out of Korea. Also, it includes excellent work of structure, material, shape and function. The concept and the idea which are unique will become the plan guide of the architecture, the interior and the structure.

DETAILS Vol. 36
Commerce, Culture, Sports, Traffic, Education, Religion, Office
Special Issue_Hérault Arnod Architects

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300  Page 176p
ISSN 978-89-7212-147-3  List Price USD 32

DETAILS Vol. 37
Traffic, Education, Office, Culture, Housing
Special issue_Norihiko Dan and Associates

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300  Page 176p
ISSN 978-89-7212-155-8  List Price USD 32

DETAILS Vol. 38
Housing, Factory, Culture, Office, Public, Education, Hotel
Special Issue_SUH Architects

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300  Page 176p
ISSN 978-89-7212-158-9  List Price USD 32

DETAILS Vol. 39
Culture, Education, Office, Sports
Special Issue_Studio Fukaas

Language English, Korean  Size 223x300  Page 176p
ISSN 978-89-7212-163-3  List Price USD 32

Contents

Focus Brussels Environment, Urban Renovation Lormont  Works Messner Mountain Museum Corones, Tozzer Anthropology Building, Hachette Livre Headquarters, New Headquarters of the Bank of Pisa and Fornacette, Graz Main Station, New Headquarters of Rubinetterie Bresciane Gussago, Piazza Gino Valle, Nagolark | Ecu Student Services Building 34 Project Statement, Christ Methodist Church, National Graphene Institute, 100PP, The Technical Faculty, SDU, Restructuring and extension of the Proudhon secondary school in Besançon Special Issue Tokyo Station Yaesu Development-Granroof, Sengawas Kewport, Toho Gakuen School of Music Chofu Campus, Nippon Daira Hotel, Yomiuri Shimbun Building Preview National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts(Wei-Wu-Ying)  Space & Materials Around Pavilion, Children Park at Expo 2015

ANNUAL INTERIOR DETAIL introduces recent detail works of Korean interior designs. This series' new edition with full description of detailed architectural drawings makes it different from other interior books with all photos but no details. Total 70 works are categorized according to their uses; Cafe / Restaurant-Bar-Club / Hotel-Housing / Commerce / Hospital / Office-Religion. In detail, sorting by function and area of buildings is also possible. This composition will help you easily access what you are trying to find with more concrete and detailed information of selected interior designs.
**Annual Interior Detail 25, 26**

**ANNUAL INTERIOR DETAIL** introduces recent detail works of Korean interior designs. This series’ new edition with full description of detailed architectural drawings makes it different from other interior books with all photos but no details. Total 70 works are categorized according to their uses; Cafe / Restaurant·Bar·Club / Hotel·Housing / Office·Religion. In detail, sorting by function and area of buildings is also possible. This composition will help you easily access what you are trying to find with more concrete and detailed information of selected interior designs.

### Annual Interior Detail 25


### Language
- English, Korean

### Size
- 223x300, Hardcover

### Page
- 280p

### ISBN
- 978-89-7212-185-5

### List Price
- USD 78

---

**Annual Interior Detail 27, 28**

**ANNUAL INTERIOR DETAIL** introduces recent detail works of Korean interior designs. This series’ new edition with full description of detailed architectural drawings makes it different from other interior books with all photos but no details. Total 70 works are categorized according to their uses; Cafe·Restaurant / Club·Lounge·Hotel / Culture·Education·Housing / Commerce / Office·Religion·Showroom / Clinic. In detail, sorting by function and area of buildings is also possible. This composition will help you easily access what you are trying to find with more concrete and detailed information of selected interior designs.

### Annual Interior Detail 27


### Annual Interior Detail 28

- Commerce Metrocity Lounge, Kuho Flagship Store, Lalafel, Seoul Sky Shop & Sky Cafe, Vista Walkerhill Seoul, Salon De Dona, Royal Lounge, Endpiece, P Apyrus In Avenue, P +, Gift Pet, Toy Kingdom Beauty Clinic Jung Saem Mool Plops, Etude House Flagship Store, Scentence, N Dental Clinic, Oasis Veterinary Surgical Center, Idn Animal Hospital Education Iam Design Institute, Wallstreet English, Hanyang University Pa Iknam Library, Ace Station, Dodam School Office U Rlean Data Science Laboratory, Tuz Office, MktAc Studio Office, Sappun & Ryd Ay Office, Sun At Food Office Building

### Language
- English, Korean

### Size
- 223x300, Hardcover

### Page
- 280p

### ISBN
- 978-89-7212-192-3

### List Price
- USD 78
A&C DETAIL 1

A&C DETAIL(1, 2, 3, 4) are a databook, introducing working drawings of selected Korean contemporary architecture. Working drawings are categorized according to the parts of buildings; wall, entrance, window, roof, and stair, etc. Photographs of details, construction, and completed works are included so that beginning practitioners and students can easily understand complicated working drawings. It can help you understand narrow down the gap between architectural planning and completion works.

A&C DETAIL Wall 1

Language English, Korean
Size 223x300
Page 224p
ISSN 978-89-7212-079-0
List Price USD 43

A&C DETAIL Entrance & Window 1

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 224p
ISSN 978-89-7212-080-4
List Price USD 43

A&C DETAIL Roof 1

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 176p
ISSN 978-89-7212-081-2
List Price USD 35

A&C DETAIL Stair 1

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 224p
ISSN 978-89-7212-082-0
List Price USD 43

A&C DETAIL 2

A&C DETAIL(5, 6, 7, 8) are the newest databooks. These contain working drawings of selected Korean architecture from 2005 to 2009. Working drawings are categorized according to the parts of buildings same as A&C DETAIL(1, 2, 3, 4); wall, Entrance&Window, Roof, Stair. It can be easily understood because photographs are included with drawings.

A&C DETAIL Wall 2

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 208p
ISSN 978-89-7212-103-9
List Price USD 55

A&C DETAIL Entrance & Window 2

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 208p
ISSN 978-89-7212-104-6
List Price USD 55

A&C DETAIL Roof 2

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 175p
ISSN 978-89-7212-105-3
List Price USD 45

A&C DETAIL Stair 2

Language English, Korean
Size 223x280
Page 175p
ISSN 978-89-7212-106-0
List Price USD 45
A&C DETAIL 9

A&C DETAIL is a data book which classified and edited detailed drawings of building. Part, ‘Architectural elements’ departmentalized a detailed plan of each project according to parts of building – Roof, Facade, Curtain wall, Wall, Stairs, and so on. Also this book was attached detailed images, construction pictures, and completed building’s photo. We are looking forward to be one of an alternative narrowing the gap between ‘planning’ and ‘constructing’ for readers.

Contents
* Roof  • Facade  • Curtain Wall / Wall  • Stairs / Etc


A&C DETAIL 10

A&C DETAIL is a data book which classified and edited detailed drawings of building. Part, ‘Materials’ collected project which is remarkable for characteristic of material – Aluminum, Steel, Glass, Membrane, Concrete, Stone, Wood, and so on. Also this book was attached detailed images, construction pictures, and completed building’s photo. We are looking forward to be one of an alternative narrowing the gap between ‘planning’ and ‘constructing’ for readers.

Contents
* Aluminium / Steel  • Glass / Membrane  • Concrete / Stone  • Wood / Etc.
